TCS Platform Solutions

Advances in digital technologies, such as cloud, social media, mobility, and analytics, are
compelling organizations to reconsider how they can cost effectively and efficiently drive
corporate functions. The increased adoption of cloud technologies has enabled
organizations to become agile and asset-light, and reduce capital expenditures (CAPEX).
By adopting multi-tenant applications and infrastructure coupled with shared business
process services, organizations can gain economies of scale and scope and maximize
business outcomes.
Tata Consultancy Services' (TCS') Platform Solutions comprise Software as a Service (SaaS)
and Business Process as a Service (BPaaS) solutions that help organizations achieve greater
efficiencies, standardized processes and improved performance.

Overview

Our Solutions

Generating value through business transformation
can prove challenging for both large and mid-sized
organizations. It requires significant time and resource
commitment, as well as changes related to people,
processes, and technology. Factors such as
consolidation, upgrade of technology with the
associated incremental license fees, replenishment
of IT infrastructures, and implementation and
maintenance of digital technologies can increase
CAPEX and the total cost of ownership. In addition,
organizations face road blocks such as suboptimal
processes, disparate and redundant systems, and
siloed non-standardized transactional activities.
Multiple systems and supplier relationships, high
degree of customization, numerous points
of accountability, and effort-intensive system
upgrades result in further complications.

We offer the following platforms:

TCS cloud platforms combine business process
services, applications, and infrastructure. Our platforms
cover processes such as human capital and talent
management, ERP, finance and accounting (F&A),
accounts payable (AP), procurement, and enterprise
analytics. These global, scalable platforms enable
standardization and consolidation of processes while
accommodating your growing business needs.
The platforms are hosted on reliable, scalable, and
secure infrastructure comprising a network of global
data, and delivery centers with 24x7 management and
monitoring mechanisms.

TM

n
CHROMA

: Our platform provides next generation
employee experience with simplified talent
management processes, integrated employee
life-cycle events, and consolidated view of the
employee with real-time visibility into talent base.
TM

n
TAP Procure-to-Pay: TAP

TM

is our proprietary
platform for complete procure-to-pay functions.
It helps simplify a firm’s Purchasing experience and
achieve a leaner Accounts Payable (AP)
organization.

n
ERP on Cloud: ERP on Cloud Platform is powered by

proven and established Tier-1 ERP technologies and
adheres to industry best practices and regulatory
requirements. The solution provides comprehensive
functional coverage across the following:
n
Finance and Accounting: F&A Platform

encompasses Account Payables, Account
Receivables, General Accounting, Asset
Accounting, Collections, Cash and Employee
Expense Management. The solution conforms
to global statutory and legal norms “
(such as IFRS and GAAP).
n
Human Capital Management: Our integrated

HCM platform is a global solution that helps you
recruit, manage, develop, and reward your
human capital.
n
Sourcing and Procurement: Our Sourcing and

Procurement Platform is a global solution for
source-to-pay that helps in reducing maverick
buys and improve compliance.
n
Analytics: Our Analytics platform is

a comprehensive business intelligence and
performance management solution that provides
timely and accurate insights for fact based
decision making. The solution is also available
in industry specific variants such as retail
and pharma.
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Benefits

The TCS Advantage

While each of the platforms provides a unique set
of business outcomes for the relevant functional area,
you can leverage these tangible benefits across all
platforms.

Our extensive understanding of corporate and ERP
functional areas, focused global shared services,
and extensive technology experience make us the
ideal partner for your needs. With our platforms,
you gain from:

Enhanced operational agility: Sustained use of best
practices and effective control mechanisms with our
managed services capabilities leads to improved
agility for your business operations.
Improved performance on business metrics:
Our Platform Solutions improve business results across
parameters such as cost, quality, productivity, and
cycle time. It also helps meet SLAs on process and
systems performance.
Optimized decision-making: Analytics-driven
actionable insights support better decisions through
an integrated view of the business, and both timely
and accurate contextual information.
Rapid on-boarding and deployment: Pre-built
solutions, pre-configured and standardized processes,
ready-to-use accelerators, integration frameworks,
and a robust set of tools support quick deployment
and transition to managed service delivery.
Reduced TCO: Our transaction based and variable
pay-per-use pricing model reduces capital expenses
by limiting upfront investments.

A single point of accountability: We provide
comprehensive, global platforms which help simplify
governance through a single point of accountability
for infrastructure, information technology, and
business process management.
Global shared services enablement: TCS’ unique
delivery leverages our diverse technical, language,
and domain-specific capabilities to enable shared
services faster and in compliance with local regulatory
requirements and cultural preferences.
Flexible solution delivery options: We offer SaaS
and BPaaS delivery models, depending on your
business requirements and priorities.
Domain expertise: TCS’ investments in expanding
and enhancing the functional footprint of its solutions
ensures that we meet your dynamic needs.
We leverage our technology, domain, and people
management expertise to adhere to industry
leading practices.

About TCS’ Platform Solutions Unit
TCS has been one of the earliest providers of Business Process as a Service (BPaaS) cloud solutions
that combine business process services, applications, and infrastructure. Our platform solutions
help large and mid-sized enterprises worldwide achieve greater efficiencies, standardized
processes, and improved performance on business metrics and service level agreements (SLAs).
We offer CHROMA™, TAP™ and ERP on Cloud platforms. The solutions are hosted on reliable,
scalable, and secure infrastructure.
We deliver transformational value through digitization, standardization and consolidation of
fragmented processes. Our clients benefit from faster time to market and lower upfront
investment as well as total cost of ownership.

Contact
Visit TCS’ Platform Solutions unit page for more information
Email: platform.solutions@tcs.com

About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business solutions organization that
delivers real results to global business, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match.
TCS offers a consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled infrastructure, engineering
and assurance services. This is delivered through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM,
recognized as the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the Tata Group,
India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global footprint and is listed on the National
Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock Exchange in India.
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For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com

